The Azure AI Assessment is a one week engagement that helps identify and prioritize business use cases for Azure AI while developing a high-level architecture and roadmap for implementation. This assessment includes an executive readout summarizing key findings and recommendations to advance the organization’s journey towards executing a modern Azure AI roadmap.

Why It Matters
Stay competitive in the market by understanding what AI can do for your business.

Azure AI Education
Starting with the basics, 3Cloud helps you understand the fundamentals of generative AI.

Your Data, Real Use Cases
3Cloud has built a Power Apps application that is integrated with Azure AI to do live demos with your own data and prototype possible use cases for your business.

Quantified Business Value
Organizations can quantify the ROI on use cases to determine prioritization and business value.

Readiness & Adoption Planning
Discuss pre-requisites, evaluate current Azure environment and develop AI roadmap implementation plan.
How It Works

3Cloud experts lead an immersive workshop with business stakeholders to identify, prioritize and quantify real use cases and map out requirements to future state Azure architecture. 3Cloud has built a Power Apps application that is integrated with Azure AI to do live demos with your data to prototype the uses cases. With each use case, we document the problem, solution, projected business value and estimated cost.

Deliverables

- Education Session
- Use Case Demonstration & Prototyping
- Business Case ROI Analysis
- High-level Azure Architecture Design & Solution Planning
- Azure AI Roadmap
- Executive Readout

$4.4 TRILLION

AI could unlock $4.4 trillion of value annually in the coming years according to a recent McKinsey study.

Your AI Assessment may be eligible for up to 75% Microsoft funding

Why 3Cloud

3Cloud is your one accountable partner to deliver Azure infrastructure, data and analytics, and application development with the fastest time to value from our experience, tools and accelerators. 3Cloud is the largest pure-play Azure partner in the ecosystem with unequalled expertise in Azure. We have hundreds of Azure experts, including MVPs and Fast Track Solution Architects, with thousands of hours implementing cutting edge solutions with Microsoft’s most advanced technology.